
Many clinicians continue to use alginate, putty, or bite registration 
material to create a matrix for temporary fabrication. 

If you use these materials to make your provisional matrix, you are wasting time - too 
much time. Further, it only makes sense that when a matrix lacks detail and accuracy, the 
temporary fabricated from that matrix will also lack detail and accuracy. Your finishing time 
skyrockets while your profitability plummets.

Alignate is too flexible and it often folds during reinsertion, resulting in excess flash. At worst, 
you end up remaking; at the least, you spend extra time finishing the provisional. Neither is 
necessary!

Putty takes 4 to 5 minutes to cure from start to finish, and it doesn’t flow well into the embrasure 
areas. The resulting lack of accuracy corresponds to flash that will require excess finishing time. 

Bite registration materials can be very brittle and when removing the cured matrix intraorally,  
the material can easily tear in areas with undercuts. Interproximal tags result in excess flash  
and additional finishing time.

Don’t wait 7 to 10 minutes for the fabrication of alignate or putty matrix impressions,  
use TEMPLATE and be done in 30 seconds. Designed specifically for provisional matrix  
fabrication, TEMPLATE is an ultra quick and ultra accurate silicone matrix material  
that flows into the embrasure areas and into the finest morphology to capture 
excellent detail - preventing interproximal and occlusal flash, and reducing  
chair time! TEMPLATE flows beautifully, captures exquisite detail, and cures  
to a rigid 68 durometer - significantly reducing adjustment and chair time.  
Simply put, TEMPLATE is faster, more accurate, and more stable.

1. Template is loaded into a TempTray. 2. TempTray and Template are seated 
intraorally (30 seconds).

3. An accurate and detailed matrix 
is created. Notice the sharp 
interproximal detail.

4. Final temporary crown fabricated with 
Inspire Esthetic Provisional Composite 
(Clinician’s Choice)
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# 791-0199 Template 4-Pack 
 4 x 50ml cartridges, mixing tips, instructions, MSDS

# 791-0200 Template 12-Pack 
 12 x 50ml cartridges, instructions, MSDS

# 791-0391 Template 36-Pack 
 36 x 50ml cartridges, mixing tips, instructions, MSDS

We guarantee you’ll love Template Ultra Quick Matrix 
Material, or return it within 30 days for a full refund!

Distributed Exclusively by:

To order:  1-800-372-4346 8am-9pm (et)   |   To fax:  1-800-732-7023 24 Hours   |   www.henryscheindental.com


